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Q&A for "Opening Session | Translating Climate Science to Action" 

 

Question  Asked By  Votes 

The average person usually doesn’t have enough money to spend on climate 
change reduction technology... how do we change that? How do we make 
these more affordable? More well known?  Alana Calhoun  27 

How does glocalized community change impact the big picture? For 
example, if many small communities start recycling is it enough to mitigate 
climate change?  Ashley Shunk  4 

In regard to people entering the sustainability field, what areas are the leaders 
in applying research findings (journalism, management, policy)?  Kerstin Thulé  2 

which way for smallholder subsistence farmers in the developing world; is it 
adaptation or mitigation?  Daniel Korir  3 

What legislative actions in which countries have proved effective in 
accelerating climate science action?  Dr. Jan Low  13 

Can Paris Agreement be met despite lack of commitment by some policy 
makers, especially in countries responsible for higher emission of green house 
gases?  Dr. Raj S Paroda  3 
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Cambodia has before expressed interest in a ban on single-use straws. Does 
the United States have a similar ban? Why not? Would a ban on items like 
styrofoam help climate change?  Tristen Davis  2 
From a University Student - What are the available platforms for youth and 
University students to become a part of the solution? How can you inspire us 
to be involved?  Justin Kurtz  5 

What role do you see for youth in pushing for meaningful climate action?  Morgan Day  6 
How can biological soil agents such as mycorrhizal fungi contribute to 
managing soil degradation and improving food security as well as their role in 
input reduction?  Kate Keresztes  4 

What practices are you following personally to mitigate climate change?  Jack Pieper  0 
As we have tried to do with Climate, with worldwide treaties, Can we put 
together mandatory Soil regeneration legislation around the world that will 
preserve the one item upon which all life depends?  Robert Riley  2 
Do you see opportunities for governments to link funding for Covid-19 
recovery to programs for stewardship of soils and reducing emissions? 

Gina 
Brown-Guedira  3 

How will the transitioning of global agricultural practices to carbon positive 
techniques impact our ability to feed close to 10 billion mouths by 2050?  Luke A. Sloterdyk  2 
Vice President Gore and Dr Lal 
What do you wish every educator would teach their students about climate 
science and/or regenerative agriculture?  Daniel Foster  2 
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Given that the US is the world's largest greenhouse gas emitter, what would 
you say is the foremost policy that can be implemented to improve 
sustainability and target net zero carbon emissions?  Elias Guedira  2 

How fast can you find the way to evaluate the services to ecossystems in 
different regions in order to reward the farmer for practicing regenerative 
agriculture?  Gabriela Cruz  1 

How do you link soil microbial diversity with soil health?  Nutan Kaushik  2 

How we can success in Biological control of Pest  Abdul Aziz Bukero  0 


